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1.0 Introduction  

1.1 Motivation  

In North America, turf-grass is a predominant feature of the landscape in urban and suburban 

areas (Robbins, 2007). It holds an enduring place and has formed a recognizable aesthetic in 

residential yard applications for more than a century, as the traditional turf-grass lawn 

(Bormann et al., 2001). This has typically manifested itself as neatly trimmed green carpets of 

turf, interspersed with horticultural shrubbery that may be populated with a few well-placed 

trees (Bormann et al., 2001). Unfortunately the lawn, although revered for its image of natural 

beauty, is not natural with respect to its formation and occurrence, nor is it a key component of 

the urban landscape as perceived by many (Ignatieva et al., 2015). Some scholars postulate that 

lawns are representative of both positive and negative aesthetic and social values (Bormann et 

al., 2001; Jenkins 1994); however collectively their production and maintenance generally 

represent a combination of large land-system changes (Milesi et al., 2005), non-point sources of 

chemical pollutants (Whitney, 2010), inefficient use of resources, and the degradation of native 

biodiversity (Peterson et al., 2012). 

In response to the environmental issues associated with traditional turf-grass lawns, 

alternatives have been widely promoted in North America for over three decades as a solution 

to overcome some of the negative aspects of turf-grass maintenance (Henderson et al., 1998). 

However, the prevalence and success of alternatives over this time has remained unclear 

(Henderson et al., 1998). In 2005, it became apparent that the total area of turf-grass in the 

United States was increasing, with estimates indicating that 15.65 million hectares (+ or - 4.55 

million ha) of turf-grass was being cultivated at the time. A decade later, global estimates in 
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2015 suggested that turf-grass lawns occupy up to 70 -75% of open green spaces in urban 

centres (Milesi et al., 2009; Ignatieva et al., 2015). Therefore, with the expectation of increasing 

urbanization and the worsening of the aforementioned issues, the effects of urban landscaping 

are thought to deserve closer scrutiny (Niinemets and Penuela, 2008); in turn, this study 

examines the prevalence of turf-grass alternatives on front-yards in diverse neighbourhoods in 

Halifax, N.S.                 

1.2  Background  

The North American lawn has its origins in the planning of suburban neighbourhoods in the 

mid-18th century when middle-class families were escaping to these areas from the effects of 

industrialization, which produced rampant pollution and “morally questionable” conditions 

(Bormann et al., 2001). Popular design aesthetics published at the time by Andrew Jackson 

Downing depicted single bungalow homes surrounded by lawns and gardens based on English 

landscaping (Henderson et al., et 1998; Bormann et al., 2001). Jackson believed that the built 

environment directly affected behaviour and that the lawn was a central and unifying theme in 

providing a separation of the suburbs from urban centres (Bormann et al., 2001). His protégés 

Fredrick Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux designed Central Park and many suburbs in New York 

City, but Olmsted pioneered the lawn as symbol of suburbia (Bormann et al., 2001). From his 

view, the front-lawn of homes in suburbs unified the composition of their respective 

neighbourhoods and produced a sense of ampleness, greenness and community (Bormann, 

2001). By 1870, detached housing and the lawn mower were common and large lawns with 

English connotations became symbols of prestige in 19 century suburbs (Bormann et al., 2001). 

The suburb of Llewllyn in New York City, composed of curvilinear streets, was first to use 
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setbacks where homes were placed behind front-yards planted with shrubs and trees (Bormann 

et al., 2001). Downing, Olmsted and numerous others popularized this design (Bormann et al., 

2001), and it became a uniquely American form.   

After World War II, federal housing loans allowed many families in the United States to relocate 

to suburban homes with large yards and the lawn became a pervasive and preferred landscape 

feature (Milesi et al., 2009). Levittown, built by Abraham Levitt in the 1940s to the early 1950s, 

had declared it the ideal American suburb (Jenkins, 1994). Homes were relatively inexpensive 

and popular, with 17 000 built; it was the first suburb where trimmed green lawns were already 

in place (Jenkins, 1994). Home owners were supplied with literature describing the optimal 

lawn and how it should be maintained to keep it green and weed-free; Levittown became a 

model for this type of development (Jenkins, 1994). The expansion of the lawn was not only 

increased by a desire for the suburban lifestyle but it would not have been possible without 

technological advances in agricultural knowledge (Bormann et al., 2001). This allowed the 

formation of the lawn care industry, which by some accounts has self-servingly promoted social 

and aesthetic ideals associated with the lawn, resulting in an increased yard maintenance 

(Robbins, 2007; Milesi et al., 2009). 

Over 50 years later, an industry has arisen where Americans purchase over $40 billion in turf-

grass products and services each year (Kolbert, 2008). As a result, turf-grass in the form of the 

lawn has now become one of the fastest growing types of land cover (Robbins, 2007). In the 

U.S., total lawn area has been estimated to be 11.09 – 20.19 million hectares (Milesi et al., 

2009); conservative estimates indicate that 23% of all new urban land in the U.S. is allocated as 
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lawn area, and with 675000 hectares of land converted to urban development each year the 

growth of turf-grass lawn has become a significant driver of environmental change (Robbins 

and Sharp, 2003). Turf-grass lawns can contribute to carbon sequestration, help mitigate urban 

heat island effects, and can produce enhanced water infiltration, but they also are linked to 

numerous environmental impacts (Milesi et al., 2005). The usage of turf-grass can contribute to 

CO2 emissions via the gasoline powered mowers but as pointed out by Peterson et al. (2012), 

the use of turf-grass also contributes to chemical additions to the environment in the form of 

herbicides, fertilizers and pesticides which degrade water and soil quality. Additionally, Adams 

and Lindsey (2010) (cited by Peterson et al. 2010) noted that landscapes with a predominance 

of turf-grass tend to be devoid of various types of fauna due to having zero to little vertical and 

horizontal structure and a lack the native floral species necessary for sustenance, shelter and 

reproduction. 

Turf-grass alternatives may be able to support beneficial ecological functions and services such 

as providing habitat for wildlife, moderating urban micro-climates, and reducing air and water 

pollution. Native plant species can provide these functions and services but conversion from 

turf-grass may also reduce the consumption of water, chemicals and energy (Peterson et al., 

2012). Other turf-grass alternatives may be related to decreasing the costs and maintenance 

associated with turf-grass; homeowners may want a change in style/aesthetics or may choose 

to utilize the space in their yards more efficiently or for other purposes (Henderson et al, 1998). 

In conclusion, lawns and gardens are a social and ecological phenomenon (Ignatieva et al., 

2015) which have not been given enough consideration with respect to their global relevance in 

terms of urbanization (Niinemets and Penuela, 2008). In this context, the search for viable turf-
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grass alternatives is imperative to produce sustainable yards and this can play a significant role 

in alleviating anthropogenic stress on the environment. 

1.3  Summary of Literature and Knowledge Gaps  

A large volume of literature details the history of the lawn in the United States but this is not 

the case in Canada. Similarly, in the U.S. the extent of lawn area has been given more attention 

than in Canada, where it has been mapped and studied using various methods such as manual 

surveying techniques, aerial photography, and remote sensing (Robbins et al., 2003; Milesi et 

al., 2005). In addition, literature relating socioeconomic factors such as income, age since 

development, and even ethnicity to front-yard usage is far more abundant in the United States. 

Consequently, studies of lawn alternatives have been lacking in Canada as compared to the 

United States, although exceptions exist. Zmyslony and Gagnon (1998, 2000) analyzed patterns 

related to physical factors and relationships of adjacency with respect to front yard similarity in 

the context of a middle-class neighbourhood in Montreal. Additionally, Purchase (1997) and 

Henderson et al. (1998) conducted studies in Guelph, Ontario, that examined factors affecting 

the adoption of lawn alternatives and analyzed the distribution, form, and structure of lawn 

alternatives.  

However, beyond these studies I have found very few that analyze front yard alternatives and 

the factors underlying their existence in urban environments of Canada; also   very few 

examinations were found to be conducted on the extent of the usage of lawn alternatives since 

Henderson et al. (1998). This is the first study to assess the implementation of turf-grass 

alternatives of front lawns in Halifax, N.S., in relation to neighbourhood age and affluence; in 
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this case affluence is defined indirectly through residential house values taken from the Nova 

Scotia Provincial Property Assessment GIS database (2013). Analytical issues that have 

appeared thus far are: (1) a standardized assessment methodology does not exist; (2) due to 

differences in climate, methods and solutions must be adapted for each region; (3) studies in 

Canada are rare; and (4) little study has been conducted in examining affordable non-green 

alternatives as some of them can be relatively costly options.  

1.4 Introduction to the Study   

At present we do not have any knowledge about the relative quantities of alternative land 

covers in the front yards of Halifax residences. The objective of this study is to investigate if 

lawn decommissioning is occurring, how much conversion is happening, and what lawn land 

covers are being installed when grass is replaced. In performing this study we must ask: 

1) Where is turf-grass replacement happening and what explains the patterns that are 

found within each neighbourhood?  

2) Can the patterns found be associated with lawn size, age of the neighbourhoood since 

initial development, and affluence?  

It is hypothesized that: 

1) Smaller yards will exhibit higher rates of conversion than larger yards. 

2) Large yards with high rates of conversion will be in more affluent neighbourhoods;  

3) Hybridized forms (non-green forms mixed with green forms) will occur in more affluent 

and/or older neighbourhoods. 
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4) Conversion of the verge (grass strip between road and sidewalk) will coincide with 

neighbourhoods with smaller yards and average levels of affluence. 

5)  Older neighbourhoods will exhibit more conversion from lawns into other land covers 

than newer neighbourhoods. 

The spatial extent of the survey area is limited to urban neighbourhoods within the HRM 

on Peninsular Halifax, Dartmouth, Fairview, and Bedford. These areas have been selected for 

comparison with respect to their differing developmental periods which range from 10 to +155 

years in age. Surveying in these areas was performed during the summer to allow for the 

accurate observation of turf and horticultural plants on front-yards and on the verge. Data 

collection was conducted during daytime hours.    

1.5 Summary of approach  

The main objective of this study was to determine the prevalence of turf-grass replacement in 

the front-yards of diverse neighbourhoods in Halifax, N.S. This work is based on data gathered 

through observational methods employing a non-probalistic, purposive, total population survey 

(Henderson et al., 1998); with a focus placed on two levels of analysis (1) neighbourhood level 

descriptors, and (2) front-yard level characteristics. Ten neighbourhoods were selected 

representative of distinctly different physical and socioeconomic areas within Halifax. 

Neighbourhood descriptors such as age since first development and affluence were used to 

characterize each area. The units of inquiry were single-family homes, duplexes, triplexes, row 

housing and apartment buildings under five stories; these were chosen for two reasons: (1) 

front-yards are easy to observe, and (2) they are publicly viewable residential spaces 

(Henderson et al., 1998). Data collection at the lot level was focused on categorizing five main 
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characteristics of residential front-yards: yard size, proportion of the yard not turf-grass, the 

form of turf-grass replacement, the type of tree lawn adjacent to the front yard, and the 

proportion of the tree lawn not turf-grass. For the purpose of this analysis, the yard is defined 

as everything from the front face of the house to the sidewalk except the driveway and parking 

area; lawn alternatives are defined as any other material, abiotic or biotic, used in the place of 

turf-grass as a ground cover. Finally, for clarification the verge and the tree lawn are 

synonymous terms, and refer to the turf-grass grass found between the sidewalk and the road 

or street.   

Chapter 2: Literature Review  

2.1 Introduction  

This literature review examines the advent of the residential turf-grass lawn in North America. 

It details the environmental impacts associated with its expansion and explores alternative turf-

grass options and management strategies. Physical and social factors affecting the form, 

structure and distribution of lawn alternatives will be investigated to reveal their influence on 

the environment in which landscaping choices are manifested. Historical texts and studies from 

overlapping fields analyzing landscaping choices in different contexts are used to formulate an 

explanation of the key social and physical variables influencing the form, structure and 

distribution of front-yard areas. This should contribute to a deeper understanding of the factors 

behind the implementation, of turf-grass alternatives on residential front yards in Halifax, N.S. 

Important knowledge gaps will be identified regarding the prevalence of lawn alternatives, as 

will possible obstacles that may be encountered in their implementation; solutions and 

strategies will be identified and proposed that address these issues.   
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2.2 Evolution of the Turf-Grass Lawn in Residential Front-Yards of North America 

The North American lawn has European origins but it has been most strongly influenced by 

British traditions and design. Before the twentieth century, the majority of urban landscapes in 

the Western world were modelled from or influenced by a limited number of landscaping 

styles, most notably: French formal, English Picturesque and Victorian Gardenesque, and within 

the 20th and 21st century, Modernism (Ignatieva et al., 2015). By the eighteenth century, widely 

held past preferences for precise, and ornate, formal French gardens fell out of favour for 

English gardens which initially mimicked water colour paintings of scenic natural vistas; 

eventually this gave way to the familiar scene of closely mowed rolling lush green lawns that 

are widely observed today (Bormann et al., 2001). The first lawns in America were produced by 

affluent landowners in the late eighteenth century who copied English landscaping trends 

found through literature and travel as well as from indentured gardeners (Bormann et al., 

2001). Thus, the American lawn, originating from English design and aristocracy, came first in 

the form of an estate lawn (Jenkins 1994). The estates required large amounts of resources and 

labour to maintain their aesthetics, in turn lawns were not accessible to the masses during the 

eighteenth century.     

The prevalence of the lawn in North America arose from the pressures of the industrial 

revolution (1820-1870) and through the planning endeavors of suburban neighbourhoods and 

green spaces. In the 1830s to 1840s, urban areas in America began to suffer from industrial 

decay; with this came an increasing concern for health and welfare of family and family values 

(Jenkins, 1994). Some Americans began adopting alternative housing patterns composed of 

single-family homes set on garden plots which were seen as sources of moral fibre and in 
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opposition to urban blight (Jenkins, 1994). Popular design aesthetics published by Andrew 

Downing Jackson depicted single bungalow homes surrounded by lawns and gardens based on 

English landscaping (Bormann et al., 2001). He believed that the built environment directly 

affected behaviour and that the lawn was a central and unifying factor in separating the 

suburbs from urban centres (Bormann et al., 2001). Downing’s work laid the foundations for 

the development of an American residential landscape which centred on the lawn (Henderson 

et al 1998) but it was Fredrick Law Olmsted who pioneered the lawn as symbol of suburbia 

(Bormann et al., 2001). He saw the residential front lawn in suburbs as unifying the composition 

of their respective neighbourhoods by manifesting feelings of vastness, manicured greenery, 

and community (Bormann et al., 2001). Olmsted also furthered the public park movement, and 

with Calvert Vaux designed Central Park with the intention of delivering to urban residents 

some of the benefits of the country side (Jenkins, 1994). By 1870, detached housing and the 

lawn mower were more common and large lawns with English connotations became symbols of 

prestige in 19th century suburbs (Bormann et al., 2001). These newly formed suburbs were still 

out of reach for most citizens, but landscape designs did begin to provide for improvements for 

both urban and suburban dwellers.  

With population increases and suburban expansion from urban centres, cities and their 

periphery began to change rapidly, forcing the adoption of various planning and design 

standards. In North America, most cities did not implement specific formats for placing a 

residence on city lots before 1875; due to this, there was a lack of front yards (Jackson, 1985). 

This is evidenced in many older urban areas in North America by closely placed residences on 

small lots that are often near the street (Jackson, 1985). This, in addition to the observation 
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that front-yard sizes increased with increasing distance from the city, contributed to single-

dwelling detached residences at the periphery of city centres becoming desirable (Jackson, 

1985). Urban expansion forced the adoption of development and construction standards but 

the application of setbacks was an especially important advent as their implementation placed 

homes apart from the street scape and allowed the front lawn to become a prevalent and 

continuous feature of North American suburbs (Jackson, 1985). 

Among the first American suburban landscapes that used setbacks was the suburb of Llewellyn 

in New York City, designed by Andrew Jackson Davis in the late 1850s (Bormann et al., 2001). 

New York City was one of the first cities to implement widespread zoning laws from its urban 

centre to its periphery and setbacks were written into property deeds from 1880 onwards 

(Bormann et al., 2001). By the early 1900s, subdivisions were the most popular development 

format and foundation planting as outlined by Frank Waugh became a development and design 

standard (Henderson et al., 1998). As a consequence of urbanization and population growth, 

the implementation of zoning bylaws solidified a place for the front lawn within the landscape 

through the legal framework of various municipalities of the United States.     

In the United States, the growth of the residential lawn has significantly increased since 1950, 

with its rise after WWII primarily attributed to the Federal Housing Authority providing loans for 

families to relocate to suburban homes with yards (Milesi et al., 2009). In response, numerous 

subdivisions were built; some had trimmed lawns already in place and literature on maintaining 

green, weed-free lawns was provided (Jenkins, 1994). These projects reinforced the association 

of community and family values with lawn aesthetics (Jenkins, 1994) but post-war expansion 
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could not have occurred without advances in agricultural technology (Bormann et al., 2001). 

Varieties of grass seed and other plants became widely available, the lawn mower was more 

affordable, and a number of lawn and gardening products developed into standard tools 

(Bormann et al., 2001). Unfortunately the application of lawn chemicals also became a standard 

(Bormann et al., 2001). Since World War II, the lawn has spawned an industry where Americans 

purchase tens of billions of dollars/year in turf-grass products each year (Kolbert, 2008); 

Robbins (2007) purports that this expansion of the lawn represents a highly coordinated 

technocratic system; and Whitney (2010), holds a similar view, where “lawn culture” is seen as 

being reinforced through corporate media and magazines which provide instructions on how 

one’s property should be maintained.   

Today, residential turf-grass lawns have become a ubiquitous feature in the landscape of many 

urban and suburban areas in cities across the world but nowhere more so than in the United 

States. Statistics regarding turf-grass in the U.S. are readily available. These reveal that the 

expansion of residential turf-grass in the United States averaged 83311 hectares/year from 

1978 to 2002 (Milesi et al., 2009.). Estimates by Milesi et al. (2009) place total turf-grass area 

between 11.09 to 20.19 million hectares with the area of residential turf-grass approximated to 

be 12.69 million hectares (Milesi et al., 2005) but this does not account for the growth of turf-

grass in non-residential applications (Milesi et al., 2009). According to Robins (2007) turf-grass 

is considered to be one of the fastest growing types of land covers in the United States. 

Globally, it has been noted that developed nations such as the United States, Canada and 

Australia are undergoing low-density urbanization, which is also leading to an increase in the 

number of lawns and an expansion of the total area of residential turf-grass (Milesi et al., 2009). 
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Consequently, the number of lawns and the total area of turf-grass is expected to increase as 

the population continues to grow. Statistics for Canada are not easily accessible or available.  

2.3 Environmental Impacts of Residential Turf-Grass 

The rapid increase in urbanization and the subsequent expansion of turf-grass is suspected of 

causing widespread environmental degradation. Of particular interest and significance is the 

ecological footprint of urban centres; because their true extents are spatially greater than their 

actual physical areas, they can produce environmental changes beyond these physical extents 

which extend across larger local or regional scales; in turn, these effects can extend to global 

dimensions (Goddard et al., 2010). This phenomenon can be primarily attributed to 

development practices, which have produced a mosaic of fragmented urban landscapes; 

typically these developments are composed of turf-grass and vegetation specifically chosen to 

endure urban pressures with little consideration given to the vegetation required to support 

the surrounding environment (Niinemets et al., 2008). In addition, the wide-spread usage of 

turf-grass has been shown to significantly affect urban biogeochemical cycling and the global 

carbon cycle, both of which are greatly influenced by maintenance practices, chemical 

additions, and water usage (Peterson et al., 2012). Since turf-grass comprises a significant 

portion of green space in urban centres (70-75%) and ecosystem functioning is reduced by 

urban expansion, a substantial portion of an urban centres ecological footprint may be 

attributable to turf-grass lawns (Ignatieva et al., 2015). In some cases, the addition of turf-grass 

may actually represent an ecological and aesthetic improvement, but this is limited to 

ecologically impoverished urban areas (Larson et al., 2009).   
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In many cities, turf-grass lawns are given large amounts of municipal water and runoff can 

contribute to the degradation of local water bodies. Estimates suggest that residents of urban 

centres in North America, can expend 22-38% to 59-67% of residential water supplies on 

outdoor applications depending on the climate (Milesi et al., 2009). In the Western United 

States where many water tables are falling and streamflow is decreasing, the extraction of large 

volumes of water is thought to be exacerbating drought issues (Bormann et al., 2001); 

consequently, some cites in arid climates have begun to implement water conservation 

strategies (Larson et al., 2010). Compounding this issue is the over-watering of lawns (Robbins 

and Birkenholtz, 2003); this has been noted in arid or semi-arid regions of the Western United 

Sates as well as in other regions such as New England (Bormann et al., 2001). In addition, the 

East Coast is also experiencing water supply problems, not due to drought but to consumption 

rates; concern exists in New York City that the contaminated Hudson River may need to be used 

as a water supply (Bormann et al., 2001). Water consumption will continue to increase as 

municipalities grow and turf area expands; this cannot be sustained and undoubtedly, water 

consumption related to lawn maintenance will come under more scrutiny with greater 

urbanization.   

The production and maintenance of the lawn also manifests several forms of pollution 

detrimental to the environment and human health. Turf-grass lawns represent non-point 

sources of pollution which the EPA states are the most significant sources of pollution in the 

United States (Whitney, 2010). Lawns are sources of herbicides, pesticides, and fertilizers which 

enter water supplies directly or secondarily via contact with contaminated materials such as 

sediments (Bormann et al., 2001). In 1999, a United States Geological Survey showed that 
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pesticides were detected in 99% of urban stream samples; higher levels were found at a higher 

rate and concentration in urban watersheds than any other watershed type including 

agricultural (Robbins and Birkenholtz, 2003). 

Although industrial chemical usage has declined, home use of pesticides remains high and the 

application of herbicides has increased since the late 1970’s (Robbins and Birkenholtz, 2003). 

This is troubling since lawn pesticides and herbicides have been found to be persistent in indoor 

environments and have been found to accumulate in household dust and fibres (Nishioka et al., 

1996). In conjunction with consumer fertilizer application, this has also contributed significantly 

to water quality issues from combined sewer outflows (Whitney, 2010). As well, CO2 pollution 

from lawn equipment (two and four-stroke engines) is also a concern as gasoline powered lawn 

equipment typically has higher emissions per unit of fuel consumed compared to automobiles 

or diesel farm equipment (Robbins and Birkenholtz, 2003). Unfortunately, despite the existence 

of the environmental lessons from the 1960s, as well as modern knowledge of climate change, 

the use of chemical agents and inefficient combustion mowers continues.  

Another issue of concern from the creation and continued existence of turf-grass is how it 

differentially affects the richness and abundance of numerous native taxa. This represents a 

major issue for fragmented urban ecosystems due to the existence of a positive correlation 

between species richness and area/connectivity (Goddard et al., 2010); lawn production 

negatively affects the reproduction, survival and dispersal of native taxa but avian species tend 

to be an exception to this (Robbins and Birkenholtz, 2003).  
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Generally, traditional lawns do not display the complexity of natural systems and their 

existence is strongly related to a reduction in native species diversity (Bormann et al., 2001) 

also, they tend to be devoid of wildlife habitat which is an important factor in invertebrate and 

vertebrate abundance and diversity (Goddard et al., 2010). Consequently, traditional turf-grass 

lawns have been referred to as “industrial” lawns or “green deserts” due a lack of floral and 

faunal species (Smith et al., 2015). Unfortunately, little evidence has been produced about how 

the cumulative effects of individual lawns translate into the larger ecosystem and at what 

spatial scale this becomes significant. As well, it appears that little consideration has been given 

to how the management of lawns, gardens, and other green space can be utilized in urban 

planning to support biodiversity in urban ecosystems. 

2.4 Turf-Grass Alternatives and Factors Influencing Implementation 

Turf-grass alternatives and substitute strategies exist that can reduce the impacts from the 

production and maintenance of the traditional lawn. Research into alternatives has primarily 

investigated the situation in North America due to the wide-spread prevalence of turf- grass 

(Smith et al., 2015). A wide spectrum of turf-grass alternation exists and depends on a number 

of factors, notably: personal preferences (Bormann et al., 2001), socioeconomic factors (Larson 

et al., 2009), physical factors (Henderson et al., 1998) and climate (Robbins, 2007). Although 

alternatives are promoted as options to help reduce various impacts associated with turf- grass 

(Henderson et al., 1998), acceptance appears slow despite the practicality and the low cost of 

many options (Robbins, 2007). Alternatives range from employing a minimalistic approach in 

keeping the lawn and altering current management practices, to completely replacing turf-grass 

with other types of vegetation or landscaping materials (Bormann et al., 2001). 
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2.4.1 Changing Management Practices and Retaining the Traditional Turf-Grass Lawn 

The traditional lawn can be retained while reducing the negative effects of turf-grass 

substantially by focusing on resource inputs and maintenance. Of particular concern is water 

consumption which can be reduced through less frequent watering and watering deeply in the 

evening (Bormann et al., 2001). As well, grass varieties can be selected that exhibit efficient 

water use and that are suited to the local climate and the particular conditions of the yard 

(Bormann et al., 2001). Moreover, the use of slow-growing varieties of grass reduces mowing, 

fertilizer use, and CO2 emissions (Smith et al., 2014). The application of traditional chemical 

fertilizers could be reduced or eliminated by using organic fertilizers, compost or lawn clippings 

(Bormann et al., 2001); as well, integrated pest management can be applied to reduce or 

eliminate chemical applications (Robbins et al., 2007). These concepts and principles reduce the 

harmful effects of turf-grass and cumulatively they produce substantial benefits. However, they 

do not contribute greatly to furthering larger ecological goals.  

Substituting traditional turf-grass with native grass species has the potential to produce 

substantial ecological benefits but this requires further study. In this regard, a greater focus has 

been placed on producing and selecting native turf-grasses that have specific functional and 

aesthetic characteristics (Bormann et al., 2001). The primary advantage of native species is that 

they are adapted to local conditions and show resilience to these stresses (Butler et al. 2013). 

Also, maintaining native species requires less time and resources but this is highly dependent 

on the maintenance regime (Pooya et al., 2013). However, the process of selection and creation 

of monocultures from native grasses is highly suspect, as few native grasses occur under natural 

conditions as monocultures; they exist in assemblages with other grasses and forbs (Simmons 
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et al., 2011). Polycultures of native grasses should exhibit advantages over monocultures such 

as increased ecological stability and increased efficiency of resources, as well as greater 

resistance to weeds and pathogens (Simmons et al., 2011). Increasing turf-grass diversity may 

then by extension increase the strength of the characteristics associated with sustainability and 

ecosystem services (Simmons et al., 2011). Efficient and effective implementation of 

alternatives requires “ecological design” that estimates abiotic and biotic processes as well as 

the dynamics of existing and theoretical assemblages (Simmons et al., 2011). Wide application 

of these concepts requires research to be conducted in a number of climates and localities to 

investigate the existence of suitable native grass species for each. This has yet to be widely 

performed but could dramatically decrease detrimental aspects of the lawn and increase its 

ecological benefits while maintaining its traditional character.  

2.4.2 Replacing the Traditional Turf-Grass Lawn 

Turf-grass alternatives can be used to partially or completely replace the traditional lawn 

through a change in ground cover. Traditional British ground covers include chamomile and 

thyme, both of which are grown for aesthetic and fragrant qualities and not for durability. 

However, they can be blended with grasses to increase resistance to wear (Smith et al., 2013). 

Another grass-free option from the United Kingdom is the use of native clonal perennial forbs 

which are aesthetically pleasing and environmentally sound. However, grass-free lawns 

composed of native forbs also require 50% less mowing than non-native and mixed forb lawns 

(Smith et al., 2015). 
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In North America, yarrow, another forb, is being assessed in Southern California for its drought 

resistance and tolerance to poor soil. Infrequent mowing produces a meadow-like appearance 

but frequent mowing manifests a lawn-like state (Smith et al., 2013). In Eugene, Oregon, self-

heal is being assessed for its adaptation to moist climates; it can be mowed frequently or left to 

bloom purple flora (Smith et al., 2013). 

According to Robbins (2007), the “perfect” ground cover for North America is clover: it requires 

little water, is not mowed, is cost-effective, is pleasing to touch, and has an aesthetically 

attractive shade of green. Clover also rejuvenates the soil via nitrogen fixation and does not 

constantly draw nutrients from the soil as perennial grasses do (Robbins, 2007). These ground-

cover options ecologically outperform traditional turf-grass and have the potential to be 

developed further for greater utilization, which could lead to supporting ecosystem functioning 

and services in urban environments.        

Lawn replacement can be tailored for local conditions and more passive approaches can be 

taken than implementing the traditional lawn. In the Pacific North West of North America, 

where precipitation can be significant, alternatives consisting of native mosses such as rock cap, 

fern moss, and sphagnum have been used in the place of turf-grass (Bormann et al., 2001). In 

the Upper Mid-Western United States and central Canada where free standing water is an 

issue, rain gardens have been offered as a solution to replace turf (Robbins 2007). Conversely, 

in arid or semi-arid climates, where water is in short supply, residential lawns consume more 

water than in other regions (Larson et al., 2009). This significantly impacts local water sources 

and causes subsidence, erosion, and interference with local hydrology (Larson et al., 2006). 
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Alternatives in these regions consist of xeric (dry) landscapes composed of crushed gravel as 

ground cover (for ground water infiltration) and drought tolerant flora (Larson et al., 2009).    

Another alternative is the “freedom lawn”, introduced by Bormann et al. (2001), which refers to 

allowing native plants to take root and using the mowing regime to determine the composition 

and ultimately the aesthetics of the lawn. Taking this a step further, without mowing, complete 

naturalization could take place either actively through purposive plantings of native species or 

passively via allowing secondary succession to initialize and evolve with little intervention 

(Robbins, 2007). The benefits include reduced resource requirements and maintenance and 

lending support to native taxa. However, replacing the traditional lawn with native species can 

also serve to reinforce and restore the surrounding environment on modest spatial scales 

(Robbins, 2007). Although a focus on native plants and landscapes is emerging, more analysis is 

required to assess their suitability and the production of a broader selection of viable native 

plant species that can be substituted for commercial varieties. 

2.4.3 Influences of Spatial Scale and Physical Characteristics  

The physical characteristics of the built environment in which lawns exist, differ in their 

influence on the prevalence of lawn alternatives. Continuance of this landscape style may relate 

to historic developmental patterns that maintain themselves through legacy effects. This, in 

combination with the preferences of homeowners, has been found to have significant effects 

on the landscaping options that manifest on front-yards (Larson et al., 2006). A study of lawn 

alternatives in Guelph, Ontario, found that only 2% of 19,901 homes exhibited alternative lawn 

forms but a number of physical characteristics were found to influence or be related to the 
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presence of lawn alternatives (Henderson et al., 1998). Age of neighbourhood was the most 

significant predictor of the abundance of lawn alternatives, with older areas noted as having 

gone through a greater variety of building codes and architectural forms (Henderson et al., 

1998). 

Alternatives can also be limited by codes or statutes which restrict the types of vegetation that 

can implemented; in most of these instances, concerns are due to health and safety 

considerations (Robbins, 2007).  However, restrictions can also occur through homeowners 

associations whose actions serve to limit and homogenize the landscape, indicating that 

communities can serve as turf-grass proponents (Robbins, 2007). In general, the influence of 

historic trends and the choices made by developers and municipalities provides the larger 

background in which front-yard decisions of residents are made for many decades after. 

Whereas developments occur over large areas and primarily as large events separated by 

decades of time, home owner or resident’s choices typically occur within small areas and occur 

over shorter periods of time related to the residents stay within their domiciles.   

 As a result of these choices residential landscapes display distinct spatial patterns, which in 

turn, shape many of the physical associations that occur at an individual level between people 

and their immediate environment. Analysis in Guelph, Ontario, showed the existence of 

similarities between physical characteristics associated with lawn alternatives and the 

neighbourhoods they were located in; lawn alternatives displayed strong clustering in older 

neighbourhoods of the city (Henderson et al., 1998). Moreover, the spatial distribution of 

alternatives was strongly related to the width of the verge and lot size; 75% of alternatives 
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were found along streets with narrow boulevards and 55% of alternatives were found on small 

to medium lots (Henderson et al., 1998). On a smaller area, analysis performed on 17 

consecutive streets in the Hochelaga-Maisonneuve District in Montreal revealed that proximal 

yards shared more common characteristics than yards that were more distal, hence producing 

clustered spatial patterns of front-yards with similar characteristics (Zymslony and Gagnon., 

1998). It was concluded in a later study that similar lot environments (side of street, width, 

depth and type of yard) propagate comparable front-lawn landscapes (Zymslony and Julien, 

2001). As well, similarities in front lawn landscaping have also been attributed to the 

phenomenon of mimicry, a process by which residents emulate the features of their 

neighbour’s lawns (Zymslony and Julien, 2001). The effect of mimicry could be manipulated to 

help to sustain or grow the presence of alternatives, where over time residents could be 

influenced to have a similar sense of obligation or expectation to maintain lawn alternatives, as 

they currently do with traditional lawn fashion.  

2.4.4 Neighbourhood Normatives and Socioeconomic Influences 

Front-yard landscaping preferences are highly visible and entail aesthetic choices that 

embody personal perceptions and values which are often influenced by cultural and social 

norms. Residential landscapes and the areas surrounding them encompass interconnected 

physical and psychological components (Larson and Harlan, 2006). Larson et al. (2006) cite 

Goffman (1959) who states that the front yard is actually a type of social ‘front stage’; it is 

highly visible and in turn, people are more conscientiousness of what they display and how they 

behave on that ‘stage’ and therefore it tends to be well kept. However, a part of this 

maintenance may involve undertaking certain behaviours to shape the environment to display 
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social status and self-identity. Therefore, the visible expression of care becomes a strong reason 

to manage the landscape but the perception of care may not be equally shared by all persons 

when viewing the same landscape (Nassauer, 1998). 

Neatness may be a more recognizable form of care as compared to naturalness or 

conservation; when neat landscapes are observed and appreciated by others, a perception can 

exist where the residents feel proud of the positive feelings and sensibilities of those viewing 

their lawn (Nassauer, 1998). Hence perceived care of the landscape is thought to be the 

dominant determinant of landscape attractiveness (Nassauer, 1998). Neatness can imply a 

sense of care even without intending so, where the assumption can exist that those with tidy 

landscapes are implying care for the land and for their neighbours, but this may not be the case 

(Nassauer, 1998). Conversely, when trying to accommodate concepts of conservation and 

naturalness, a high level a care may exist but many people may not perceive care within those 

landscapes or instances (Nassauer, 1998). 

A fundamental sociological concept in this context is the idea of how community norms and 

social rules can affect individual values and behaviours. With regard to the front yard, this may 

lead residents to avoid adopting ecological landscaping due to possible dissatisfaction of the 

neighbours’ from a lack of perceived care (Nassauer et al., 2009). It has been noted in a study of 

exurban areas in Michigan that resident’s preferences gravitated to conform to broad cultural 

norms (Nassauer et al., 2009). Thus, where neighbourhood norms were noted to clash with 

broad cultural norms, neighbourhood norms had a much greater effect on individual 

preferences; where persistent neighbourhood norms did not exist, residents displayed a broad 
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spectrum of choices (Nassauer et al., 2009). Goddard et al. (2013) found that in Leeds U.K., 

social norms pose barriers to wild life friendly activities in residential yards. However, 

neighbourhood mimicry could result in the transfer of sustainable concepts among residents. 

The manifestation of social obligations such as exhibiting a sense of care through neatness or 

conformity via mimicry at the neighbourhood level represents a powerful social-marketing and 

policy tool that could further the successful implementation of ecologically sound turf 

alternatives.          

In summary, socioeconomic factors influence a myriad of cultural phenomena, the front lawn 

being one of them. Therefore the front lawn can be thought of as a manifestation of our social 

and economic allowances with respect to landscaping choices. As such, the implementation of 

lawn alternatives must also be affected; in this sense, residential landscapes represent a 

plethora of potential options, which in turn, may produce feelings of vast individual expression 

and freedom (Larson and Harlan, 2006); but these sentiments may be premature in nature 

because a multitude of options may not actually exist, as socioeconomic factors not only 

spatially differentiate similar groups of citizens but also promote conformity via social pressures 

(Larson and Harlan, 2006). In Phoenix, Arizona front-yard landscaping preferences were found 

(through surveying) to differ drastically with socioeconomic status or income, where lower 

incomes were associated with turf-grass, middle incomes with predominantly turf and some 

xeric forms, and upper income households with oasis and xeric landscapes (Larson and Harlan, 

2006). Income was the only significant variable that could be used to predict front-yard 

landscape preferences (Larson and Harlan, 2006). Lower income residents were found to favour 

turf-grass because of its effects on microclimate and the desire for increased comfort (Larson et 
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al., 2009). However, this may relate to lawns being used to augment the area of small homes in 

order to provide additional space where it may be limited Larson et al. (2009).  Larson et al. 

(2009) also point out the existence of a “luxury effect” as noted by Hope et al. (2003) and Kinzig 

et al. (2005) in Phoenix; higher income neighbourhoods displayed increased floral and avian 

diversity as attributed to affluent residents’ capacity to alter their surroundings (yards). 

Previous research by Martin et al. (2003) corroborates Larson et al (2009) findings; they found 

socioeconomic status (SES) to be correlated to neighbourhood vegetation richness which 

increased from low to high SES (R2 = 0.47). It was concluded that the expansion of residential 

vegetation in Phoenix was largely caused by luxury and legacy effects in affluent and newer 

areas. Additionally prestige effects were also noted; a phenomenon where vegetation cover is 

predicted by lifestyle behaviors and where front-yard preferences are used as symbols of 

identity and status to display one’s social grouping (Larson et al., 2010; Goddard et al., 2013).  

In conclusion, socioeconomic factors influence the spatial organization of populations from the 

city level down to the neighbourhood and street level. The lawn acts as a focal point that 

manifests our choices and preferences in the context of prevailing ecological, social and 

historical ideologies. The lawn can be a unifying social construct through identification of 

common and familiar aesthetics or experiences. However, it can also serve to segregate or 

alienate individuals and populations through socioeconomic dichotomies. Ultimately, in order 

to implement sustainable turf alternatives, understanding the social context in which they are 

to be implemented is just as important as the ecological reasoning for their implementation.  
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2.5 Knowledge Gaps 

Due to the complexities involved in producing viable and long-term socially acceptable 

solutions to lawns, a more integrated approach is required. An interdisciplinary framework is 

proposed by Goddard et al. (2013) and Ignatieva et al. (2015) to unveil the complex socio-

ecological structures that are found in residential landscapes and to provide exchange between 

disciplines and stakeholders to understand the multidimensional aspects of the lawn. As 

increasing urbanization causes further fragmentation of the environment, urban green space 

becomes a requirement for conservation and biodiversity (Goddard et al., 2010). Global 

warming induces spatial shifts in vegetation type, so consideration of the role of gardening and 

urban landscaping within the realm of climate change needs significant investigation (Niinemets 

and Penuelas, 2008). The possibility exists within this context that the selection and wide 

spread propagation of certain plant species as alternatives could actually enhance positive or 

negative feedbacks involved in global warming through enhanced emission of biogenic volatile 

organic compounds (Penuelas and Llusia, 2003).  

In turn, landscaping concepts and design need to be examined on much larger spatial and 

temporal scales as their total area could represent a significant influence on global climate 

change; therefore the usage of turf alternatives needs to be considered with increased 

diligence to ensure that our actions do not contribute to further anthropogenic disturbance. 

Additionally, the importance of urban green space and its relationship to the surrounding 

environment has been recognized as a factor to support global biodiversity but very little 

research exists in this regard. As well, empirical studies analyzing the cumulative effects from 
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the creation and maintenance of turf-grass and the benefits of implementing lawn alternatives 

are essentially nonexistent.     

2.6 Summary  

The literature review has revealed that the traditional lawn has persistent cultural and historical 

roots with deep psychosocial components that continue to influence landscape preferences in 

residential front yards. Interestingly, not only has this been noted as a significant barrier to 

implementing lawn alternatives but also, the expropriation of this situation has been 

mentioned as possibly providing a strong strategy to alter cultural and social norms with 

respect to introducing ecologically sound and sustainable alternatives. A combination of 

landscaping, psychological and environmental research is required to understand the most 

efficient and culturally acceptable methods to implement turf alternatives. Implementation of 

native species should mimic traditional aesthetics to gain wide acceptance, especially in 

resistant areas. Although a large body of work exists with regard to the lawn in the United 

States, the U.K. and even Australia, studies are lacking in Canada.  

Through this literature review variables affecting the spatial characteristics of turf-grass lawns 

and lawn alternatives have been investigated. The most salient concepts for inclusion in this 

study include how initial development patterns influence an areas future spatial configuration 

(Henderson et al., 1998; Zymslony et al., 1997). Related to this is the age of a neighbourhood, 

whereby the older an area, the greater the probability that it has experienced several revisions 

in planning and zoning thereby manifesting a larger variety of differing lawn choices and 

configurations (Bormann et al., 2001; Henderson et al., 1998). In addition, affluence has been 
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noted to influence not only the development style of an area but also the form of the 

replacements implemented during front lawn conversion and/or the likelihood of conversion of 

the front lawn itself (Henderson et al., 1998; Larsen and Harlen 2006)). Finally, although not of 

a primary focus, social concepts that that deserve mention include mimicry, luxury and prestige 

effects which have been found to influence personal choice with respect to the front lawn, 

possibly producing landscaping conformity (Zymslony and Gagnon 2000; Goddard et al., 2012). 

My aim is to attempt to validate and apply some of these concepts to help provide an 

explanation for the distribution and abundance patterns of lawn alternatives in Halifax, N.S., in 

a hope to gain a more detailed understanding of our local lawn culture. 

3.0 Methodology 

3.1 Overview  

To address the research questions, a survey of the front-yards of several distinct 

neighbourhoods in Halifax, N.S., was performed in the summer of 2015. During the survey, 

several variables were observed or estimated: (1) size of front yards (nil, small, medium, and 

large); (2) proportion of conversion of front yards (from grass to non-grass) on a scale from 0 to 

100 in increments of 10%, where 0% signifies a yard composed completely of turf-grass and 

where 100% represents a yard without any turf-grass at all; (3) the form of conversion, 

including green (natural, horticultural, garden) or non-green forms (rock/stones, parking, 

other); (4) the style of the verge (traditional = sidewalk with verge; hybrid = sidewalk without 

verge, Fairview = no sidewalk with verge); (5) proportion of the verge that is not turf-grass (nil, 

small, medium, and large). The data were compiled, summary statistics were produced but due 

to time constraints that evolved hypotheses were not tested using a complete set of  inferential 
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statistical methods; although, a rich pictorial record was taken to provide visual evidence and as 

an archive for future reference.       

3.2 Description of Study Area 

Ten neighbourhoods were surveyed in the HRM and perimeter boundaries were assigned 

(Table 1); each area was found to have a unique development history with some areas having a 

more varied and richer history than others. Some neighbourhoods predate the 1900s and 

others have been constructed within the last decade (Table 1). Historic developmental features 

were recorded for each area and specific notes have been given with key dates that were 

required to age each neighbourhood; in addition to this, the ten surveyed areas were also 

assigned affluence values (Table 10). Seven of the ten neighbourhoods are located on 

peninsular Halifax; of the other three areas, one is located adjacent to the peninsula (Fairview), 

one is located in Bedford and the other is across from the peninsula and Halifax harbour in 

Dartmouth (Russell Lake West) (Figure 1).  
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Table 1 Physical boundaries and histories of the 10 neighbourhoods surveyed 

 

See Appendix C Table 15 for complete list of references used in compiling history and reference dates for each neighbourhood   

 

 

 

 

Area Perimeter Boundaries History Notes

Southend 1 Inglis St, South St, Robie St, 

Beaufort Ave

Residential estates Beaufort Ave does not exist, area is 3/4 converted from estates 

to residential smaller lots; reference date 1918.

Southend 2 Robie St, Jubilee Rd, Oxford St, 

Quinpool Rd

Rosebank Estate - 30 acres, 

between Jubliee and Oxford, 

aquired by Almon family

First homes built in late 1800's, majority built after 1900, slow 

down in construction during depresssion (~1920), most homes 

on  Jubille west of Oxford not built until after 1945. Area formed 

before 1914 but after 1885; reference date 1910.

Quinpool 

West

Duncan St, Allan St, Lawrence St Cogswells' Subdivision  1870-1890 Harvard St and Chebucto Lane do not exist, whole area built by 

1914. Harvard St appears in 1896 map; reference date 1896.

Schmidville Queen St to South Park St, Wright 

Avenue to Clyde St

Pedley's Fields, used as barrier 

from attack from aboriginals. By 

1837 Joseph Howe noted the areas 

numerous homes; by 1878 Hopkis 

atlas shows the area to have a full 

street scape

Subdivided in 1830 by E.Schmidt into 79 lots. 1895 Geogre 

Wright built homes on South Park St, Morris And Wright Avenue    

1858/59 reference to Queen St with all other perimeter streets 

formed; reference date 1858.

West End Chebucto Rd, Connaught Rd, 

Bayers Rd, Oxford St

Willow park in 1870 (now 

Edinburgh St), Hornsby and Woodill 

subdivision                                                     

Sewer extension and Connaught Ave built in mid-1930s where 

Middle Blockhouse once stood, initial development occurs in 

pre 1900s with major development after WW2; all streets are in 

place by 1949; reference date 1930.

Hydrostone 1 Young St, Novalea, Duffus St, 

Agricola St

Destoyed by Halifax explosion 

1917

Richmond Heights subdivision 1922; reference date 1922.

Hydrostone 2 Kaye St, Agricola St, Duffus St, 

Robie St

Farm land in 1878 By WW1 (1914) few lots available                                                  

Major development in 1920 and in 1950;  reference date 1895.

Birch Cove Castle Hill Dr, Jules walk, 

Grosvenor Rd, Cresthaven Dr, 

Ravine Park Cr, Silverwood Terr 

and Kearney Lake Rd from 

Grosvenor to Castle Hill 

Cottages along harbour in 1900s, 

Micmac camp ground until 1920s, 

adjacent to Hemlock Ravines

No record of area on fire insurance map from 1952; reference 

date 1960.

Russell Lake 

West

Freshwater Trail, Lindenwood 

Terr,  Cloverfield Cr, Peachtree 

Hill

Forested area approx 256 acres Residential and commerical development started in 2006.

Fairview Main Ave, Coronation Ave, 

Rosedale Ave, Melrose Ae 

Between Willet St and Dutch 

Village  Rd

Agricultural area until 1900s Services minimal and stream/ditches used for storm drainage; 

uplanned devlopment until 1940s, all streets surveyed can be 

found in 1951 map with the exception of Willet St (built in 

1967);  reference date 1951.
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Fig 1 Map of the ten neighbourhoods surveyed. Source Google Maps.     

 

3.3 Main Procedure 

Preliminary Survey 

A reconnaissance survey of front yards in the 10 chosen residential areas within Halifax was 

performed from May 2015 to determine the types of data to be collected for analysis. Attention 
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was paid to operationalizing variables for data collection and to determine the ease of 

estimating front-yard characteristics. Additionally, limitations of data collection through 

observation were noted, as were rates of data acquisition. 

Pilot Test    

A pilot test was performed in June 2015, within a single neighbourhood in Halifax, to reassess 

the aforementioned issues and to adjust data collection procedures for efficiency and validity. 

Concentration was placed on assessing whether the variables to be observed were 

operationalized properly, how the data collection sheet functioned, and whether the sheet 

could capture the observations required for subsequent analysis.   

Procedure 

Front yards were located and observed from June 21 to August 21, 2015, with a total of 3487 

observations were made; these data were obtained through walking each street included in the 

neighbourhood and were observed during day-light hours from 9am to 6pm from the sidewalk. 

Photographs of front-yards were taken from the sidewalk to produce a visual record of each 

area. This was used to reaffirm or correct the data and any observations requiring attention at a 

later date.  

Age and Affluence Estimates  

To define the age each neighbourhood and to produce consistency in the analysis, an 

operational definition was created whereby, an area was required to have at least 75% of its 

perimeter streets and interior streets formed in order to be given a date. Aging was performed 

by placing dates on perimeter streets and correlating them to well-known historic dates (G. 
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Stulak, personal communication, February and March, 2016) (Mackenzie and Robson, 2002). 

Once the perimeter was accounted for, interior streets were then dated by examining fire 

insurance plans at the Nova Scotia Public Archives. In addition, publications from the Planning 

Department at Dalhousie University and literature from neighbourhood associations were used 

to supplement the aforementioned sources. In order to calculate the affluence values for each 

neighbourhood, the 2013 Provincial Property Assessment GIS data base was used as an indirect 

measure; every front-yard surveyed was captured using ArcGIS and as many extraneous points 

as possible were removed; descriptive statistics based from the assessment values were 

calculated for each area.       

3.4 Data Analysis 

Data were compiled using spreadsheet software and several statistical packages. Descriptive 

statistics were calculated for each neighbourhood and guided further exploration. Linear 

regression was performed to assess the strength of association between: age and affluence, 

age and mean proportion of conversion, and affluence versus mean proportion of conversion. 

3.5 Limitations and Delimitations  

In performing an examination of front lawn-alternatives several potential issues were 

discovered with regards to the delimitations and limitations encompassing this study. In limiting 

the scope and defining the boundaries for this work several caveats were adopted: 1) the 

neighbourhoods surveyed are a mosaic of residential areas representative of differing 

development eras, levels of affluence and front-yard characteristics; they are not meant to be 

representative with regards to the wider HRM which has a largely rural character; 2) affluence 

measures are indirect with the assessment price of homes used rather than income averages 
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from census block data; census data does not fit the delineated neighbourhood perimeters and 

it is assumed that average assessment values would closely follow a similar trend with respect 

to income values in each area; 3) definition and methodology used in aging the surveyed 

neighbourhoods places an age value to an area when it has been 75% defined, and is not 

indicative with respect to the initial development period of the area;  4) various characteristics 

were considered for capture and analysis but only the most relevant that were found to have a 

significant bearing on front-yard analysis were used (yard-size, proportion of the lawn 

converted, type of conversion, and presence of the verge). With respect to the limitations 

encountered, estimating the lawn size without equipment posed an initial conceptual challenge 

due to a lack of not being able to use measurement or surveying equipment; but this was dealt 

with through a rigorous preliminary survey and via multiple pilot testing procedures to ensure 

consistency in the estimations.     

4.0  Results 

4.1 Distribution of Front-Yard Size and the Frequency of Proportion of Front-Lawn Conversion 

Examining yard size among the ten neighbourhoods surveyed reveals that of the 3487 yards 

observed, 62.74% (2188) were found to be small; 28.19% (983) were medium and 7.82% (273) 

of the yards were large; 1.23% of the sample or 43 instances were discovered where domiciles 

did not have a front yard (Table 2). It is worthy to note that Schmidtville, which is located 

closest to the downtown core has a predominance of small yards (74.5%) as well as the highest 

frequency (34) and proportion (30.35%) of homes without a front-yard (Table 2, Fig 1). 

Additionally, areas at the periphery such as Fairview, or those not on the peninsula such as 

Birch Cove and Russell Lake West show the highest proportions of medium yards compared to 
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other yard sizes (Russell Lake West = 49.6%, Fairview = 50.1%, Birch Cove = 62.3%) (Table 2, Fig 

1, Fig 6 a-j); Birch Cove and Fairview also show the first and third highest proportions of large 

yards at 31.77% and 11.91% respectively. Two interesting exceptions to these observations are 

Russell Lake West and Southend 1; the former, despite not being on the peninsula has a 

negligible number of large yards (1) and the latter, entrenched on the peninsula has the highest 

frequency (96) and second highest proportion of large yards (28.4%) as well as the second 

greatest frequency (130) of medium yards (Table 2, Fig 1). In general, neighbourhoods on the 

peninsula display a predominance of small front yards, and areas located off of the peninsula 

display a greater frequency and proportion of medium and large front yards (Fig 1, Fig 6 a-j). In 

regards to the yard-size that displayed the most turf-grass conversion, small yards were found 

to show the most conversion in all neighbourhoods except Birch Cove and Southend 1; in these 

areas medium yards were found to show more conversion than either small or large yards.  

Table 2 Frequency of yard-sizes in each neighbourhood surveyed  

          Neighbourhood           

Size BIC QUW FRV HY1 HY2 OCB RLW SCV SE1 SE2 Total 

Nil 0 1 1 0 2 3 0 34 0 2 43 

Small 14 290 158 292 288 365 128 76 112 465 2188 

Medium 147 4 218 21 27 225 127 1 130 83 983 

Large 75 0 51 14 2 26 1 1 96 7 273 

Total 236 295 428 327 319 619 256 102 338 557 3487 

 BIC = Birch Cove, QUW=Quinpool West, FRV = Fairview, HY1 = Hydrostone1, HY2 = Hydrostone2, OCB = West End, RLW = 
Russell Lake West, SCV = Schmidtville, SE1 = Southend1, SE2 = Southend2  

Examination of the distribution of percentage proportion of front-yard conversion shows that 

most neighbourhoods manifest a majority of their proportions between 0-50% (Fig 2a-j); this is 

an especially prevalent trend with respect to Birch Cove, Fairview, Russell Lake West, and the 
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West End; this is also a noticable trend in both Hydrostone neighbourhoods and to a lesser 

extent in both Southend areas. However, Quinpool West displays a significant proportion of its 

data between 50-100% porportion; additionally, Schmidtville and Quinpool West display a 

significant proportion of front yards manifesting 0% and 100% conversion values (Table 13, Fig 

2a-j). Overall, instances of 100% conversion were found to occur at a rate of 12.73%  

 

 

Fig 2 (a-d) Percentage conversion of front-yards with respect to proportion    
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(444 of 3487) with over 50% of these located in Quinpool West (20.94% or 93 of 444) and in 

Southend 2 (32.88% or 146 of 444) (Table 3); proportionally these neighbourhoods also 

displayed the highest rates of conversion at 31.53% and 26.21% respectively (Fig 3a). The 

lowest rates of occurances of 100% conversions in any neighbourhood were in Birch Cove,  

 Fig 2 (e-h) Percentage conversion of front-yards with respect to proportion  
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Fig 2 (i and j) Percentage conversion of front-yards with respect to proportion category    

Russell Lake West, and Fairview at a rate of 2.12%, 1.64% and 0.78% respectively (Fig 3a). 

Instances of 0% conversion were found to occur at a rate of 11.15% (389 of 3487) with nearly 
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Table 3 Number of front-yards surveyed with 0% and 100% proportion conversions  

            Neighbourhood        

Proportion  BIC QUW FRV HY1 HY2 OCB RLW SCV SE1 SE2 Total 

100%  5 93 7 55 46 30 2 20 40 146 444 

0%  2 62 37 23 38 80 7 32 13 52 389 

Sample Size 236 295 428 327 319 619 256 112 338 557 3487 

BIC = Birch Cove, QUW = Quinpool West, FRV = Fairview, HY1 = Hydrostone1, HY2 = Hydrostone2, OCB = West End, RLW = 
Russell Lake West, SCV = Schmidtville, SE1 = Southend1, SE2 = Southend2  
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BIC = Birch Cove, QUW = Quinpool West, FRV = Fairview, HY1 = Hydrostone1, HY2 = Hydrostone2, OCB = West End, RLW = 
Russell Lake West, SCV = Schmidtville, SE1 = Southend1, SE2 = Southend2  

Fig 3 (a-b) Depicts 0% and 100% proportions within each neighbourhood 

4.2 Turf-Grass Replacement and Distribution of Decommissioning Types  

Upon examination of the average proportional rate of turf-grass replacement, the highest 
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decommissioning implemented in any neighbourhood were various forms of horticultural 

vegetation (Table 4, Fig 7). Blank entries (z) are related to not having observed any type of 

green decommissioning (Table 4); in relation to Schmidtville these are representative of homes 

without front yards (34) combined with those residences with yards composed of all turf-grass 

yards. Overall, instances of naturalized or garden types of yards as well as combination of these 

with horticultural forms were found to be almost non-existent (Table 4, Fig 7). With regards to 

non-green decommissioning, form f (entry, handicapped, garage, and parking) was observed 

 

BIC = Birch Cove, DLA = QUW = Quinpool West, FRV = Fairview, HY1 = Hydrostone1, HY2 = Hydrostone2, OCB = West End, RLW = 
Russell Lake West, SCV = Schmidtville, SE1 = Southend1, SE2 = Southend2  

Fig 4 Mean proportion of turf-grass replacement in 10 neighbourhoods surveyed with a 95% 
confidence interval 
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in all neighbourhoods with the highest proportions of this form found in Birch Cove (7.63%), 

Southend1 (7.10%), and Fairview (7.01%); interestingly the lowest proportion occurred in 

Russell Lake West (1.95%) (Table 5, Fig 8). Form h (stone, concrete, brick, pavement) was very 

prevalent in Schmidtville (32.14%), with most of these instances being accounted for by 

concrete hardscapes; again this form was least prevalent in Russell Lake West (0.39%) (Table 5, 

Fig 8). Form m (m=wood, terrace, play area) was not significant in any neighbourhood and form 

r (cobbles, dirt, rock, gravel) was most common in Birch Cove, with cobbled stone or brick 

producing this result; form x (combination form f and r) was also most common in Birch Cove 

(Table 5, Fig 8). In general the most common form of non-green replacement, was to not have 

any non-green replacements at all but, when a non-green decommissioning option was 

Table 4 Percentage proportion of green replacement options within 6 categories of green 
decommissioning  

Type of Green Decommissioning 

Area a c g h n z 

BIC 1.7 0.0 0.0 95.8 1.7 0.8 

QUW 0.0 0.0 0.0 75.3 1.0 23.7 

FRV 0.5 0.0 0.0 90.4 0.2 8.9 

HY1 0.3 0.3 0.6 91.7 0.0 7.0 

HY2 0.6 0.0 0.0 86.2 0.3 12.9 

OCB 0.3 0.2 0.0 86.1 0.0 13.4 

RLW 0.0 0.0 0.0 97.7 0.0 2.3 

SCV 0.0 0.0 0.0 40.2 0.9 58.9 

SE1 0.6 0.0 0.0 94.7 0.6 4.1 

SE2 0.2 0.0 0.5 89.4 0.2 9.7 

a = natural and horticultural, c = garden and horticultural, g = garden, h = horticultural, n = natural, z = blank entry 

 
observed, hardscapes (form f, h, and x) and functional types of non-green replacements (form f) 

were most common (Table 5, Fig 8). With regards to hybrid front-yards or those yards with both 

green and non-green forms of decommissioning; 398 were observed, which  compose 11.15% 
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of the total sample (Table 6). The neighbourhood with the greatest proportion of hybrid front-

yards was Birch Cove (19.9%) with Russell Lake exhibiting the smallest proportion of hybrid 

Table 5 Percentage proportion of non-green replacement options within 6 categories of green 
decommissioning  

                     Type of Non-Green Decommissioning 

Area f h m r x z 

BIC 7.63 1.69 0.42 7.63 3.39 79.24 

QUW 4.41 12.54 0.00 5.76 0.68 76.61 

FRV 7.01 2.80 0.47 1.87 1.40 86.45 

HY1 4.28 4.89 0.31 2.14 0.00 88.38 

HY2 5.02 7.84 0.00 3.76 0.31 83.07 

OCB 5.65 5.01 0.16 2.42 2.42 84.33 

RLW 1.95 0.39 0.00 0.78 1.17 95.70 

SCV 3.57 32.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 64.29 

SE1 7.10 9.47 0.59 0.59 0.30 81.95 

SE2 5.92 8.08 0.00 1.26 0.36 84.38 

F = entry, handicapped, garage, parking; h = stone, concrete, brick, pavement; m = wood, terrace, play area; r = 
cobbles, dirt, rock, gravel; x = combination of r and h; z = blank entry 
 

Table 6 Observed proportions and frequencies of hybrid yards surveyed   

Area Sample Size Number of Hybrids Proportion of Hybrids 

RLW 256 11 4.3 

QUW 295 23 7.8 

SCV 112 8 7.1 

FRV 428 42 9.8 

HY1 327 37 11.3 

SE2 557 64 11.5 

OCB 619 73 11.8 

HY2 319 41 12.9 

SE1 338 52 15.4 

BIC 236 47 19.9 

 Total 3487 398 100.0 
BIC = Birch Cove, QUW = Quinpool West, FRV = Fairview, HY1 = Hydrostone1, HY2 = Hydrostone2, OCB = West End, RLW = 
Russell Lake West, SCV = Schmidtville, SE1 = Southend1, SE2 = Southend2  
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yards (4.30%) (Table 6); within this data 27 instances exist where hybrid front-yards manifested 

a larger proportion of non-green decommissioning than green-decommissioning.  

4.3 Conversion of the Verge with respect to Verge Type 

Table 7 Frequency of each verge type with respect conversion of the verge  

                                   Conversion Category  

Verge Type No Verge  Nil Small  Medium  Large  

No Verge  130 n.a n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Fairview n.a 475 3 0 6 

Traditional n.a 2674 88 28 83 

 

When examining verge characteristics across all neighbourhoods, 130 residences (3.7%) were 

found without a verge, and 475 instances (13.6%) of a Fairview style verge were encountered 

but only 9 showed conversion (3 small and 6 large yards). The most common observation with 

respect to the verge was 2674 encounters with a traditional verge/sidewalk configuration; all of 

these exhibited zero percent conversion and are representative of 76.7% of all residences 

surveyed. In summary, conversion of the verge was found to be minimal in all neighbourhoods 

with less than 5.9% (Table 7) of all verge areas surveyed showing some level of turf-grass 

replacement. Fischer’s exact test was performed resulting in a two sided p-value of 0.3638 

indicating independence of verge type and the proportion of the verge converted from turf-

grass; but these results must be used with caution due to low sample sizes (Table 14). Small and 

large conversions of the verge occurred at nearly the same frequency (91 and 89) and 

proportion (43.75% and 42.78%); additionally 28 medium conversions of the verge were noted 

and account for 13.46% of all converted verge areas (Table 8). Proportionally, occurrences of 
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‘no verge’ were highest in Fairview and Schmidtville (10.7% and 17.8%) and the lowest in 

Russell Lake West and Birch Cove (0% and 0.42%) (Table 9, Fig 9); small conversions of the 

verge were found at the highest rate in Schmidtville and at the lowest rate in Fairview 

Table 8 Shows the frequency of conversion of verge types with respect to size and 
neighbourhood  

  
          Neighbourhood         

 Size BIC QUW FRV HY1 HY2 OCB RLW SCV SE1 SE2 Total 

No Verge 1 2 46 6 13 11 0 20 2 29 130 
Small 2 14 0 7 13 11 2 9 7 26 91 

Medium 0 10 0 0 5 2 0 1 2 8 28 
Large 3 15 3 10 7 6 2 1 5 26 89 

Sample 
Size 

236 295 428 327 319 619 256 112 338 557   

BIC = Birch Cove, QUW=Quinpool West, FRV = Fairview, HY1 = Hydrostone1, HY2 = Hydrostone2, OCB = West End, RLW = 
Russell Lake West, SCV = Schmidtville, SE1 = Southend1, SE2 = Southend2  

(8.04% and 0%) (Table 9, Fig 9). Interestingly, medium conversions of the verge were the least 

common and in this regard Quinpool West displayed the highest value at 3.4% but it should be 

noted that several neighbourhoods show zero percent representation in this category such as 

Birch Cove, Fairview, Hydrostone 1, and Russell Lake West (Table 9, Fig 9). Large conversions of 

the verge occurred at the highest rate in Schmidtville at 10.71% and at the lowest in Fairview 

and Birch Cove at 0.70% and 0.78%. Overall Birch Cove, Fairview, and Russell Lake West 

displayed the least amount of conversion of the verge with the most conversion of the verge 

being found to occur in Quinpool West, Southend 2, and Hydrostone 2.  
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Table 9 Proportion of conversion of the verge with respect to size and neighbourhood    

          Neighbourhood         

Size  BIC QUW FRV HY1 HY2 OCB RLW SCV SE1 SE2 

No Verge 0.42 0.68 10.75 1.83 4.08 1.78 0 17.86 0.59 5.21 

Small 0.85 4.75 0 2.14 4.08 1.78 0.78 8.04 2.07 4.67 

Medium 0 3.39 0 0 1.57 0.32 0 0.89 0.59 1.44 

Large 1.27 5.08 0.7 3.06 2.19 0.97 0.78 10.71 1.48 4.67 

BIC = Birch Cove, QUW=Quinpool West, FRV = Fairview, HY1 = Hydrostone1, HY2 = Hydrostone2, OCB = West End, RLW = 
Russell Lake West, SCV = Schmidtville, SE1 = Southend1, SE2 = Southend2  

 

4.4 Relationship of Affluence/Age with Neighbourhood and Lawn Conversion 

The neighbourhoods surveyed ranged from 10 to 158 years in age with the oldest areas being 

located on the peninsula (Table 10, Fig 1); in addition affluence values associated with these 

areas span from $222K+69K to $734K+266K (K = thousand) (Table 10, see Fig 15 for more 

details). Upon initial examination of the overall ranking of age and affluence values a clear 

pattern is not discernable; regression analysis was performed with respect to age (years) versus 

affluence ($) (Fig 11a) but this did not yield significant results as R2 = 0.014. Additional 

regression analysis was performed with respect to age versus mean proportion of conversion 

(Fig 11b), which yielded an R2 value of 0.385 and although not particularly significant, a small 

correlation between these variables was discovered. The final regression performed was mean 

proportion versus affluence (Fig 11c); again a significant result was not found with R2 = 0.050.  

Linear regression did not prove to be fruitful, and deeper inferential analysis was started; beta 

regression was attempted but also did not prove to be fruitful.  
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Table 10 Spatial extents, age, and affluence values of each neighbourhood surveyed  

Area Perimeter Boundaries Date* Age** 
Affluence 

($)*** 
Age 

Ranking 
Affluence 
Ranking  

Southend_1 
Inglis St, South St, Robie St, 

Beaufort Ave 
1918 98 734+266 5th 1st 

Southend_2 
Robie St, Jubilee Rd, Oxford 

St, Quinpool Rd 
1906 110 478+137 4th 2nd 

Quinpool West 
Duncan St, Allan St, 

Lawrence St 
1896 120 364+103 3rd 6th 

Schmidville 
Queen St to South Park St, 
Wright Avenue to Clyde St 

1858 158 449+201 1st 3rd 

West End 
Chebucto Rd, Connaught Rd, 

Bayers Rd, Oxford St 
1930 86 295+99 7th 7th 

Hydrostone_1 
Young St, Novalea, Duffus 

St, Agricola St 
1922 94 276+49 6th 8th 

Hydrostone_2 
Kaye St, Agricola St, Duffus 

St, Robie St 
1895 121 267+65 2nd 9th 

Birch Cove 

Castle Hill Dr, Jules walk, 
Grosvenor Rd, Cresthaven 

Dr, Ravine Park Cr, 
Silverwood Terr and 

Kearney Lake Rd from 
Grosvenor to Castle Hill 

1960 56 447+177 9th 4th 

Russell Lake 
West 

Freshwater Trail, 
Lindenwood Terr,  

Cloverfield Cr, Peachtree Hill 
2006 10 383+109 10th 5th 

Fairview 

Main Ave, Coronation Ave, 
Rosedale Ave, Melrose Ae 

Between Willet St and 
Dutch Village  Rd 

1951 65 222+69 8th 10th 

*Date since a neighbourhood has obtained at least 75% of its current layout **Not absolute age but 
approximated based on date ***Calculated from 2013 N.S. Provincial Property Assessment GIS database, 
values (in thousands) based on assessment price and not market or sale price; values are lower than current 
prices. See Table 15 in appendix D for detailed table with histories and notes for each neighbourhood 
 

5.0 Discussion  

5.1 Yard-Size and the Proportion of Conversion of Front-Yards  

 An analysis of yard size in Halifax N.S. reveals a general relationship of increasing yard-size with 

increasing distance from the downtown core. This is thought to be a function of available space 

on peninsular HRM; this concept has been noted by Nassauer et al. (2009) in their study of 
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exurban front-yards in Michigan and has also been recognized by Bormann et al. (2001) in their 

examination “Redesigning the American Lawn”. Among the areas surveyed, this relation is 

evident when looking at Birch Cove, Fairview and Russell Lake West with respect to spatial 

adjacency to the peninsula. The exception to this idea, is the second oldest neighbourhood 

Southend 1, which is located on the peninsula (Table 10, Fig 1); in this instance, historic vestiges 

are thought to have highly influenced the developmental background in which this area 

developed since the area was originally composed of large estates belonging to wealthy 

citizens; it was not until after 1920 that more than ¾ of the area began to retain its current 

character (Table 15).      

The observation by Henderson et al. (1998) that neighbourhood age is a major determinant of 

lawn alternatives has been identified in Halifax, as has their observation that homes built 

before 1940 having a greater alteration of front-yards from turf-grass; in this survey, 6 of the 10 

oldest neighbourhoods (pre 1940) exhibited the most conversion with the exception being the 

West End. In this regard, the West End originally had an estate that was converted to one of the 

first suburbs in Halifax; the development was not successful, and major construction did not 

occur in the West End until after 1949 (Table 15). Additionally, it has been confirmed that small 

and medium front-yards exhibit the most conversion of any yard size in Halifax N.S.; this fits 

closely but not exactly with another observation from Henderson et al. (1998) where small and 

medium sized lots were found to exhibit the most conversion from turf-grass in Guelph, 

Ontario. As well, the hypothesis that large yards with high rates of conversion would occur in 

more affluent areas has been refuted as Fairview exhibited a greater frequency of large 

conversions than Southend 1; these areas are ranked lowest and highest in affluence. As a final 
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note, no definitive relationship was discovered between the surveyed neighbourhoods and 0% 

and 100% conversions of their lawns, except that 100% conversions are generally found on the 

peninsula with near 0% rates of conversion being generally located in neighbourhoods off of 

peninsular HRM.  

5.2 Replacing the Front-Lawn 

In terms of relating hybrid yards to affluence no statistically significant patterns were found in 

this study but generally it has been found that affluence can be related to horticultural diversity 

(Larson and Harlen 2006). Although affluence did not seem to influence the amount of 

conversion from turf-grass to other to green or non-green forms, the majority of the 27 

instances (exceptions) where hybrid yards manifested a larger proportion of non-green 

decommissioning than green-decommissioning occurred in Southend 1 which is the most 

affluent neighbourhood surveyed; but of the remaining 371 hybrid yards they were found to be 

distributed across all neighbourhoods implying that hybrids can exist anywhere. In addition, 

Birch Cove and Southend 1 exhibited the first and second highest frequencies of hybrid front-

yards which may relate to affluence and social influences for both areas, with more historic 

influences playing a role with the latter area. According to research from Larson and Harlen. 

(2006) persons of higher socioeconomic status choose hybrid forms more often and use a 

greater proportion of exotic/costly horticultural plants and hardscape materials such as stone 

rather than pavement; such as is one of the major differences between Southend 1 and 

Fairview respectively. Contrary to this observation though, values of the mean proportion rate 

of conversion in relation to affluence did not show a clear pattern, therefore an overall 

relationship between affluence and conversion does not seem to exist in this case. In regards to 
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the types of replacements found in each neighbourhood horticultural forms were most 

common, with garden and natural forms found to be uncommon; as most people do not utilize 

their front-yards as gardening spaces or choose to naturalize, although a few exceptions were 

noted. The least common form of turf-grass replacements were non-green forms and very few 

homes utilized hardscapes unless they were used for functional purposes such as parking or 

unless they were located in more affluent areas; the exception to this was Schmidtville, which 

exhibited the least instances of parking with respect to the usage of hardscapes; a possible 

explanation for this may exist through recognizing Schmidtville’s spatial adjacency to downtown 

and its historic development practices.  

5.3 Conversion of the Verge 

Verge conversion as measured in this study has not been commonly encountered in the 

literature and classification of verge conversion has been noted as being essentially non-

existent; but observation of the occurrence of verge conversion and association of conversion 

with small yards has been cited by Henderson et al. (1998) whereby verge conversion was 

correlated with small yards more than any other size category. In the surveyed areas of Halifax, 

conversion of the verge was found to be uncommon with the traditional verge being found to 

be the most common type of verge to show alteration from turf-grass; also, small conversions 

were noted as being the most frequent and this was observed in the pictoral record where 

most verge alterations appeared to occur on small front-yards. Interestingly the highest 

frequencies of ‘no verge’ occurs in Fairview where development procedures were not 

controlled until the 1940’s (Table 15); in Schmidtville a large proportion of no verge exists and is 

thought to be a function of adjacency to the downtown and/or a function of age with respect to 
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setbacks (Bormann et al., 2001); plans for Schmidtville were made in 1831, well before setbacks 

were placed into zoning bylaws in Halifax. Additionally, it appears that verge conversion is a 

popular past time for residents in Quinpool West, Hydrostone 1, West End, and Southend 2; 

and is not so common of an occurrence in Fairview, Birch Cove or Russell Lake West, this is 

confirmed by pictoral evidence and it is thought that the development era may play a role here, 

whereby younger areas show less conversion of the verge than older areas but statistical 

confirmation and a validating explanation is not possible without further analysis. It may also be 

important to note that inferential comparisons performed on these types of data sets has not 

been regularly encountered and it has been noted as being excluded by Henderson et al. (1998) 

as well as by Larson et al. (2009). In conclusion, verge conversion has been found to be 

uncommon in Halifax N.S.     

5.4 Factors of Age and Affluence  

Age of neighbourhood and affluence have been noted as significant factors in correlating the 

types of decommissioning observed in other cities but these have not been confirmed as being 

highly significant factors in this study (Larsen and Harlen 2006). The age of a neighbourhood has 

been identified as influencing developmental patterns due to the time allowed for various 

zoning changes (Henderson et al., 1998; Bormann et al., 2001); and this appears to be the case 

with yard size, but not conversion rate of the front-yard or the verge. It should be noted that 

there is some conflict in the literature with respect to confirming that affluence tends to 

influence the usage of non-native species and with how or if factors of social mimicry, luxury 

effects and legacy effect come in to play (Peterson et al., 2012); but researchers such as 

Zymslony and Gagnon. (1998) and Larsen and Harlen. (2009) have much evidence in support of 
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this premise. Nonetheless, formal analysis (linear regression) did not find any significant 

relationship between: age vs affluence, age vs mean proportion of conversion, or mean 

proportion vs affluence. In regards to analyzing the relationship of conversion to 

neighbourhood to yard size (beta regression) not all of the results were statistically significant 

therefore it is not possible to comment with any good measure on this issue without further 

analysis.  

6.0 Conclusions 

Urban centres in North America typically share many of the same developmental practices and 

structural features with regards to the layout of their streets, sidewalks, and common zoning 

regulations such as setbacks (Henderson et al., 1998). In this study, the first attempt to evaluate 

the incidence, proportion, and distribution of turf grass and turf-grass alternatives on front 

yards in Halifax was performed. The goal was to evaluate how physical factors related to turf-

grass replacement were associated with the age of a neighbourhood and the average 

residential assessment price of a home in each neighbourhood (measure of affluence). This 

work was focussed on resolving the following: 

1st - Where is turf-grass replacement happening and what explains the patterns that are found 

among each neighbourhood?  

2nd - Can the patterns found be associated with lawn size, the verge, age of the 

neighbourhoood since initial development, and affluence?  
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Main Findings  

i) Turf-grass replacement was most strongly associated with older neighbourhoods (R2 = 0.385); 

although the result is not statically significant it may not be able to be fully discounted since six 

of the ten of the oldest neighbourhoods showed the most conversion and a pattern of older 

residences (pre-1940) showing conversion was found which Henderson et al. (1998) also noted. 

ii) Small yards exhibit the most percentage conversion and followed by medium yards. 

Henderson et al. (1998) found a similar relationship between lot size and conversion where 

small and medium sized lots exhibited the most conversion, which is a related concept since 

yard-size and lot size tend to be relative quantities. 

iii) Large-yards with high rates of conversion were not found in more affluent neighbourhoods. 

In this case, affluence was presumed to highly influence conversion regardless of the yard size 

but this hypothesis was negated upon examining the frequency of large yards converted versus 

affluence; it was concluded that there was more conversion of large yards in Fairview than 

Southend 1. A possible explanation may be that residents in Fairview with large lawns have 

lived in the area for longer periods of time than those with small lawns, in turn allowing for 

more lawn conversion or it may be that these residents have more disposable income than 

those with smaller yards. Additionally, it may that Southend 1 residents with large yards simply 

do not convert large lawns for reasons that cannot be explained in monetary terms, such as 

adhering to neighbourhood conformities (Larson et al. 2006; Nassauer et al. 2009).       
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iv) Hybrid yards (those with both green and non-green forms) did not occur with greater 

frequency in more affluent neighbourhoods but it was observed that the majority of the 

outliers (21 of 27) or yards with a higher proportion of hardscapes to softscapes exist in 

Southend 1; these were noted to be highly designed and their distribution in this case can be 

attributed to affluence. Interestingly, the distribution of hybrid yards was focussed within 

peninsular neighbourhoods as opposed those off of the peninsula; this is confirmed though 

spatial examination of the occurrence of hybrid yards. This may point to the observation that 

newer areas tend to be more homogeneous in form and social composition which may dampen 

unique residential forms more than in older areas (Henderson et al. 1998).  

v) Statistically significant interactions were not able to be found with respect to lawn size, the 

verge, age of the neighbourhoood since initial development, and affluence. Further analysis is 

required but the influence of past/historic developments was noted as being an influence on 

future developments from the investigation of fire insurance records for each neighbourhood 

surveyed at the Nova Scotia Public Archives.   

 
Broad Picture 

The initial goal of this analysis was to relate physical characteristics (front-yard size, the form of 

hard/soft scape used as turf-grass replacement, and the conversion of the verge) associated 

with front-lawn replacement to larger neighbourhood factors such as age and affluence. In 

hindsight this study has not addressed a major underlying variable in implementing lawn 

alternatives, which is the social environment in which we make our personal choices. This study 

focussed on the observation of the incidence, proportion and distribution of front-lawn 
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alternatives but the thought process behind implementing alternatives is not captured in this 

work and is beyond its scope. However it has been cited by Henderson et al. (1998) that the 

choice to implement lawn alternatives may be highly dependent on the physical environment 

of the neighbourhood and the site; in addition with respect to scale and sense of enclosure it is 

thought that morphology and the amount of quality vegetation also plays a significant role. To 

better elucidate the relationship between choice and environment factors, the use of a survey 

and subsequent interview procedures could allow for a general conceptualization of residents 

motivations with regards to implement lawn alternatives. This is especially important since 

construction in Halifax has been accelerating; over the next 10 years great changes are 

expected in residential landscapes adjacent to the downtown core due to the encroachment of 

commercial districts and condominium developments in to these areas in addition to Halifax’s 

expansion at its periphery. Since these changes are also inducing cultural changes whereby 

Halifax is becoming more of a mosaic akin to larger urban centres it may be important to instill 

a sense of ecological motivation for current residents and those coming from out of province or 

abroad with respect to implementing lawn alternatives. Subsequently, it could be possible to 

preserve and improve our urban environment through public education programs and through 

increased public awareness; ultimately the success of such an initiative could be directly 

measured through the observation of front-lawn alternatives.  

In conclusion, the lawn acts as a focal point that manifests our choices and preferences in the 

context of prevailing ecological, social and historical ideologies. The lawn can be a unifying 

social construct through identification of common and familiar aesthetics or experiences. 

However, it can also serve to segregate or alienate individuals and populations through 
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socioeconomic dichotomies. Ultimately, in order to implement sustainable turf alternatives, 

understanding the social context in which they are to be implemented is just as important as 

the ecological reasoning for their implementation.  
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8.0 Appendicies 

Appendix A – Data Sheet and Metadata 

Table 11 Final form of data collection sheet used during front lawn survey    
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# 
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Name of Area =                                                                                                         Date =  

Proportion (%) of  VERGE  
NOT LAWN Yard Size 

Green  
Decommissio 

ning                 

(1=Natural,  
0=Horticultu 

ral) 

Non-Green  
decommissioning                          

(1=Rock, 0=Parking,  
Other) 

Verge                        
(1=traditonal  

style, verge and  
sidewalk)  

(0=Fairview style) 

Decommissioned                                        

(1=was never lawn)  
(0=started as lawn) 

Proportion (%) of Yard NOT LAWN but GREEN 
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Fig 5 Metadata case study descriptions  

There cannot be a blank entry for columns A, B, and C (area name, yard size and proportion) and columns f and g 

(verge style and verge proportion). Columns D and E (green and non-green decommissioning) can have blank 

values. 

Case 1 - No yard physically present 

WHEN yard size = n, WHERE n = nil (no yard), AND proportion = 0, AND columns D and E must be blank. In 

this case since there is not a yard, there should not be any data in columns D and E. 

Case 2 - Yard that has been 100% decommissioned to a non-green form  

WHEN yard size = s, or m, or l, AND proportion = 0, AND column D = blank, AND column E must have an 

entry. 

Case 3 - Yard that is 100% turf-grass lawn 

WHEN yard size = s, m or l, AND proportion = 0, AND both columns D and E are blank.  

Case 4 – Yard that is 100% natural, horticultural or garden  

WHEN yard size = s, m or l, AND proportion = 100, AND column D = n, or h, or g, AND column E may or 

may not have an entry. 

Note: Proportion is known to be 100% n or h or g; entries when found in column E indicate a predominant 

form or type of non-green decommissioning found on the property.  

Case 5 - Hybrid yard with combination of turf-grass and natural/horticultural/garden forms  

WHEN yard size = s, m or l, AND proportion = 10 to 90, AND column D = n, or h, or g, AND column E = 

blank.  

Note: Proportion is known between turf-grass and other forms of vegetation (n, h, and g). 

Case 6 - Hybrid yard with combination of turf-grass and/or natural/horticultural/garden forms and non-green 

decommissioning 

WHEN yard size = s, m or l, AND proportion = 10 to 90, AND column D = n, or h, or g, AND column E must 

have and entry (these vary considerably).    

- Most complex case, proportion of turf-grass to green-decommissioning may not be known and 

depends on the level of non-green decommissioning; a measure that was not taken.  

- Data points with unknown proportions between turf-grass and the two forms of decommissioning 

could be further manually sorted via pictoral data to try to separate/estimate proportions between 

turf-grass and the two types of decommissioning; but these represent less than 1% of all data points 

or 323 front-yards, and of these less than 10% have proportions between green and non-green forms  
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Table 12 Metadata table describing codes used during statistical analysis   

 

Column Variable name Data type No. classes Class labels Class definition 

A Neighbourhood Class 10 DLA Duncan-Lawrence-Allan

SE1 South End 1

SE2 South End 2

SCV Schimdt Ville

OCB Oxford-Connaught-Bayers

HY1 Hydrostone 1

HY2 Hydrostone 2

BIC Birch Cove

RLW Russell Lake West

FRV Fairview

B Yard Size Class 4 n Nil - no front yard

s Small

m Medium

l Large

C Proportion of Yard Not Lawn but Green Interval 11 0 100% Lawn No Gardening

10 90% Lawn 10% Green

20 80% Lawn 20% Green

30 70% Lawn 30% Green

40 60% Lawn 40% Green

50 50% Lawn 50% Green

60 40% Lawn 60% Green

70 30% Lawn 70% Green

80 20% Lawn 80% Green

90 10% Lawn 90% Green

100 No lawn 100% Green

D Green Decommissioning Class 7 n Natural

h Horticultural

g Garden

a Natural and Horticultural 

b Natural and Garden

c Garden and Horticultural

z BLANK ENTRY

E Non-Green Decommissioing Categorical 6 r cobbles, dirt, rock, gravel

f entry, handicapped, garage, parking

m Wood, terrace, tree house, moss

h stone, concrete, brick, pavement

x Combination OF r AND h

z BLANK ENTRY

F Verge Type Class 3 t Traditional

f Fairview

nv No verge 

G Proportion of Verge Not Lawn but Green Class 5 n Nil

s Small

m Medium

l Large

nv No verge
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Appendix B – Tables and Figures 
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Fig 6 (a-j) Percentage proportion of yard size versus yard size (n=nil, s=small, m=medium, 
l=large). 
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Table 13a Frequency of yard size with respect to the proportion of turf-grass conversion in each 
neighbourhood   

Area: QUW                       

           
Proportion 

%           

Yard Size 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Nil 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Small 61 30 15 18 11 22 12 8 10 11 92 
Medium 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Large 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

            

            

Area: BIC                       

           
Proportion 

%           

Yard Size 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Nil 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Small 0 2 2 4 1 1 0 2 0 1 1 
Medium 1 35 46 29 13 7 6 4 1 3 2 

Large 1 27 15 14 8 2 2 2 1 1 2 

            

            

Area: FRV                       

           
Proportion 

%           

Yard Size 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
              Nil 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Small 24 74 27 15 4 5 4 1 4 24 74 
Medium 10 115 47 28 7 8 1 1 1 10 115 

Large 4 24 13 5 3 0 0 0 2 4 24 

            
            

Area: HY1                       

           
Proportion 

%           

Yard Size 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
             Nil 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Small 20 56 44 42 26 19 17 5 9 54 20 
Medium 3 7 3 2 3 2 0 0 0 1 3 

Large 0 10 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 
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Area: HY2                       

           
Proportion 

%           

Yard Size 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
            Nil 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Small 36 57 53 26 22 12 11 7 12 10 42 
Medium 2 13 2 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 4 

Large 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 13b Frequency of yard size with respect to the proportion of turf-grass conversion in each 
neighbourhood   

Area: OCB                       

           
Proportion 

%           

Yard Size 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Nil 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Small 58 107 74 36 26 9 12 6 8 3 26 
Medium 22 95 50 31 13 4 3 2 1 0 4 

Large 0 15 4 4 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 

            

            

Area: RLW                       

           
Proportion 

%           

Yard Size 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Nil 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Small 5 86 26 6 2 1 0 0 2 5 86 
Medium 2 77 35 9 2 0 1 1 0 2 77 

Large 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

            

            

Area: SCV                       

           
Proportion 

%           

Yard Size 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Nil 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Small 32 4 2 2 5 1 1 3 2 4 20 
Medium 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Large 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

            

            

Area: SE1                       

           
Proportion 

%           

Yard Size 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Nil 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Small 11 25 14 9 11 9 5 2 2 4 20 
Medium 0 46 33 13 8 5 10 3 1 0 11 

Large 2 29 20 12 6 5 6 3 3 1 9 
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Area: SE2                       

           
Proportion 

%           

Yard Size 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Nil 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Small 44 42 59 47 42 28 20 9 22 14 138 
Medium 7 23 15 12 8 6 2 2 0 0 8 

Large 1 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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a = natural and horticultural, c = garden and horticultural, g = garden, h = horticultural, n = natural, z = blank entry 

Fig 7 Displays the frequency of occurrence of the forms replacing turf-grass with respect to 
green decommissioning in each neighbourhood data 
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F = entry, handicapped, garage, parking; h = stone, concrete, brick, pavement; m = wood, terrace, play area; r = 
cobbles, dirt, rock, gravel; x = combination of r and h; z = blank entry 

 
Fig 8 Displays the frequency of occurrence of the forms replacing turf-grass with respect to non- 
green decommissioning in each neighbourhood 
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Fig 9 Displays the percentage conversion of the verge with respect to the total number of 
homes in each neighbourhood  
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Appendix C – Regression Analysis  

Fig 10 Beta Regression analysis gives measure of similarity between neighbourhoods based on 
the call given below which examines the relationship between proportion with respect to 
neighbourhood and yard size 

Call: 
betareg(formula = data$newprop ~ data$Neighbourhood + factor(data$Yard)) 
 
Standardized weighted residuals 2: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-2.4289 -0.3924 -0.0706  0.2060  2.4520  
 
Coefficients (mean model with logit link): 
                      Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
(Intercept)            0.03822    0.08216   0.465 0.641755     
data$NeighbourhoodBIC -0.19195    0.11215  -1.712 0.086973 .   
data$NeighbourhoodDLA  0.20767    0.11202   1.854 0.063752 .   
data$NeighbourhoodFRV -0.59769    0.09590  -6.233 4.59e-10 *** 
data$NeighbourhoodHY1  0.01426    0.10754   0.133 0.894518     
data$NeighbourhoodHY2 -0.17837    0.10893  -1.637 0.101528     
data$NeighbourhoodOCB -0.55679    0.09152  -6.083 1.18e-09 *** 
data$NeighbourhoodRLW -0.57329    0.11042  -5.192 2.08e-07 *** 
data$NeighbourhoodSCV -0.48092    0.16797  -2.863 0.004194 **  
data$NeighbourhoodSE2  0.33506    0.09642   3.475 0.000511 *** 
factor(data$Yard)m    -0.17397    0.05786  -3.007 0.002639 **  
factor(data$Yard)l    -0.16952    0.09465  -1.791 0.073289 .   
 
Phi coefficients (precision model with identity link): 
      Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
(phi)  0.77269    0.01467   52.68   <2e-16 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1  
 
Type of estimator: ML (maximum likelihood) 
Log-likelihood:  2538 on 13 Df 
Pseudo R-squared: 0.0727 
Number of iterations: 22 (BFGS) + 1 (Fisher scoring)  
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Fig 11a Linear regression of age versus affluence  
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Fig 11b Linear regression of age versus affluence  
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Figure 11c Linear regression of mean proportion versus affluence 
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Table 14 Shows the frequency of verge types with regard to verge conversion  

    Verge Size   

Verge Type No Verge  Small  Medium  Large  

No Verge  0 3 0 6 

Fairview 130 0 0 0 

Traditional 0 88 28 83 

 

 

FISHER'S EXACT TEST 

This test aims to analyze the 2-way contingency table where the chi-square test isn't applied 

due to a low count in some cells in the table; it tests the independence of two categorical 

variable. In this case, we test the independent relationship between proportion of Verge and 

type of verge. Within type of verge “f”, a low count is observed in small, median, and large 

proportion of verge. Houses with the Fairview type of verge generally have a front yard covered 

with only grass. A standard chi-square test cannot be applied because several cells have a low 

count.  The fisher’s exact test for the above 2*3 table is adopted; the test uses the following 

hypothesis: 

Null: Type of verge and proportion of verge are independent  

Alternative: Type of verge and proportion of verge are dependent 

The two sided p-value is 0.3638 indicating type of verge and proportion of verge are 

independent. However, due to the number of houses with Fairview verge is very limited 

compared to the number of houses with traditional verge. The results should be used with 

caution. 
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Table 15 Master table complied for Dating Neighbourhoods  

 

*Not absolute age but approximate number of years since the area has obtained at least 75% of its current layout, **Format = 
(NSPA = N.S. public archives, date, Micro Fiche number), ***General facts for dating, +Specific dates for reference, ++ Affluence 
calculated from 2013 N.S. Provincial property assessment GIS data base – based on assessment, not market or sale prices.  

Area

Perimeter 

Boundaries Age* Reference** History*** Notes+

Affluence 

($)++

Southend_1 Inglis St, South St, 

Robie St, Beaufort 

Ave

98 NSPA_FireIns_1918_

MF960

Residential estates Beaufort Ave does not 

exist, area is 3/4 

converted from estates 

to residential smaller 

lots; reference date 1918

734+266

Southend_2 Robie St, Jubilee 

Rd, Oxford St, 

Quinpool Rd

110 NSPA_FireIns_1878_

MF957   

NSPA_FireIns_1895:

1914_MF959                        

Text: HSN 

Rosebank Estate - 

30 acres, between 

Jubliee and Oxford, 

aquired by Almon 

family

First homes built in late 

1800's, majority built 

after 1900, slow down in 

construction during 

depresssion (~1920), 

most homes on  Jubille 

west of Oxford not built 

until after 1945. Area 

formed before 1914 but 

after 1885; reference 

date 1910.

478+137

Quinpool 

West

Duncan St, Allan 

St, Lawrence St

120 NSPA_FireIns_1878_

MF957                                         

NSPA_FireIns_1889_

MF957                                             

NSPA_FireIns_1895_

MF955                                

NSPA_ Gary Sutlak

Cogswells' 

Subdivision  1870-

1890

Harvard St and Chebucto 

Lane do not exist, whole 

area built by 1914. 

Harvard St appears in 

1896 map; reference 

date 1896

364+103

Schmidville Queen St to South 

Park St, Wright 

Avenue to Clyde St

158 NSPA_FireIns_ 

1878_957                                                                  

Text: HSN                                                                     

Friends of 

Schmidtville      

https://friendsofsch

midtville.files.wordp

ress.com/2014/01/s

chmidtville_report_3

0_aug_2011.pdf          

Pedley's Fields, 

used as barrier 

from attack from 

aboriginals. By 

1837 Joseph Howe 

noted the areas 

numerous homes; 

by 1878 Hopkis 

atlas shows the 

area to have a full 

Subdivided in 1830 by 

E.Schmidt into 79 lots.                                                           

1895 Geogre Wright built 

homes on South Park St, 

Morris And Wright 

Avenue                                                                               

1858/59 reference to 

Queen St with all other 

perimeter streets formed;                

reference date 1858

449+201

West End Chebucto Rd, 

Connaught Rd, 

Bayers Rd, Oxford 

St

86 NSPA_FIreIns_1897:

1914_MF963                              

NSPA_FireIns_1914:

1951_MF961                          

NSPA_FireIns_1952:

1971_MF962                         

Text: HSN                                                   

NSPA: Gary Stulak

Willow park in 

1870 (now 

Edinburgh St)                   

Hornsby and 

Woodill subdivision                                                     

Sewer extension and 

Connaught Ave built in 

mid-1930s where Middle 

Blockhouse once stood, 

initial development 

occurs in pre 1900s with 

major development after 

WW2;                all 

streets are in place by 

1949;                                         

reference date 1930

295+99

Hydrostone_

1

Young St, Novalea, 

Duffus St, Agricola 

St

94 Text: HSN                                                                    

NSPA: Gary Stulak

Destoyed by 

Halifax explosion 

1917

Richmond Heights 

subdivision 1922;                  

reference date 1922

276+49

Hydrostone_

2

Kaye St, Agricola 

St, Duffus St, 

Robie St

121 NSPA_FireIns_1895_

955                                     

Text: 

HSN_Agricola_pg9                                      

Farm land in 1878 By WW1 (1914) few lots 

available                                                  

Major development in 

1920 and in 1950;                     

reference date 1895

267+65

Birch Cove Castle Hill Dr, 

Jules walk, 

Grosvenor Rd, 

Cresthaven Dr, 

Ravine Park Cr, 

Silverwood Terr 

and Kearney Lake 

Rd from Grosvenor 

to Castle Hill 

56 NSPA_FireIns_1952_

Bedford                                 

2013 HRM Urban 

Forest Management 

Plan 

Cottages along 

harbour in 1900s, 

Mi'kmaq camp 

ground until 1920s, 

adjacent to 

Hemlock Ravines

No record of area on fire 

insurance map from 

1952;                reference 

date 1960

447+177

Russell Lake 

West

Freshwater Trail, 

Lindenwood Terr,  

Cloverfield Cr, 

Peachtree Hill

10 Clayton 

Developments                                          

http://www.claytond

ev.com/communitie

s.asp?ID=8

Forested area 

approx 256 acres

Residential and 

commerical development 

started in 2006

383+109

Fairview Main Ave, 

Coronation Ave, 

Rosedale Ave, 

Melrose Ae 

Between Willet St 

and Dutch Village  

Rd

65 NSPA_FireIns_1914:

1951_962                                                    

Dalhousie 

http://theoryandpra

ctice.planning.dal.ca

/_pdf/suburbs/bcd_

projects/fairview_pr

ofile.pdf

Agricultural area 

until 1900s 

Services minimal and 

stream/ditches used for 

storm drainage; uplanned 

devlopment until 1940s, 

all streets surveyed can 

be found in 1951 map 

with the exception of 

Willet St (built in 1967)                         

(1959 see pic on pg 7 of 

ref)                            

reference date 1951

222+69


